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Ready to start

This the first issue of our school

magazine English Corner. In the

magazine students and English

teachers present the latest news and

important events for the school

society. What happened in

September? Let's find out.
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After the ceremony a jubilee

oak has been planted.

What is more, there are lot of

planned activities to celebrate

the anniversary . Stay tuned

and follow a school website.

You will find more

information!

On September 1, 2021, there was a

formal start of New School Year

2021/2022. A school community:

teachers, students, workers as well

as invited guests celebrated the

100th anniversary of the origin of

our school. After the ceremony a

jubilee oak has been planted.

What is more, there are lot of

planned activities to celebrate the

anniversary . Stay tuned and follow

a school website. You will find

more information!
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Let’s have a look at some

upcoming events or tasks:

· A jubilee exhibition of past

photos and chronicles;

· Przedwczoraj, wczoraj, dziś – a

competition for students to

conduct an interview with their

relatives who graduated our

school or worked there;
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Moja szkoła wczoraj i dziś – a short video about the school;

· Posters about the school – language competition called

 Then & Now;

· Letters from the past – an activitity for students to describe

in English or Spanish a typical day at school / students / a

school building.



The International Dot Day 

is celebrated by adults and children

to help kids to show their talents

and believe in their abilities. It is a

great day to plan a wide range of

activities for students. In our

school class 7a was encouraged to

take part in dot experiment during

the physics lesson. It was a nice

experience.

First, students watched a video

about the watercolour techniques

and effects by using salt. Then,

they created their own artworks

and had a lecture about one of the

greatest inventors of all time -

Leonardo da Vinci. 
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A little bit of history:

On September 15, 2003,

author and illustrator of

children’s books, Peter H.

Reynolds released his book

“The Dot” about a little girl

who wanted to draw but she

didn’t know how to start.

What was next? What about

the dot? 
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On September 15, 2021,  the

students from class 4a, 4b and 4c

went to the forester's lodge. First,

we made a fire and we ate some

sausages. Then, we had some time

to relax and play together. The

weather was fantastic so we were

glad to spend time outside in the

forest. It was a nice day! 

Below there are some comments

from the students written after the

event.

In the forest we played hide and seek with my friends! I liked it! 

Jasiek , class 4c

 

The campfire is always a good idea :) We had sausages and bread.

We played on the playground.

Mikołaj, class 4c

 

I liked the trip. 

Liliana, class 4c  

 

 
Look at our photoreport from the trip on the next page!





On September 26, 2021, we

celebrated The European

Language Day. This year to

clelebrate this wonderful day in

our school, we decided to

prepare a language challenge as

we all know that learning

languages is one of the most

important skills nowadays. 

English teachers asked questions

about the English-speaking

countries, including knowledge

about the cluture, food,

geography, etc. 

The questions were

 divided into 3 levels

 of difficulty:

- easy

-medium

-hard 
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JOKE/RIDDLE CORNER -> Autumn riddles

 

Q: What do you get when you drop a pumpkin? 

A: Squash

Q: Why do birds fly south for the winter?

 A: Because it is too far for them to walk.
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